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Executive Summary
The first goal of WP2 is the definition and investigation of hybrid Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) and Control Flow Attestation (CFA) mechanisms focused on the design space
between the two extremes of software-only and hardware-based remote attestation. Indeed,
the RAINBOW view is that fog nodes are capable of achieving authentication in a self-contained
way, without interactions with a central service and without compromising their privacy.
Thus, the first Deliverable of WP2, Deliverable 2.1 “RAINBOW Attestation Model and Specification”, henceforth referred to as D2.1, seeks to specify and model (i) the advanced remote
attestation techniques, as crypto primitives, to enable trusted, privacy-preserving, accountable
authentication of edge and mesh devices in the RAINBOW architecture, and (ii) low-overhead
trust management services.
After outlining the Security and Privacy requirements for the RAINBOW platform, D2.1 introduces
the Trust Models by means of a modelling language capable of capturing assumptions and
properties of the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) and host operations, and their interaction
with the surrounding entities, through predicates (the vocabulary of the model) and axioms (the
trust statements expressed through predicates). Through these definitions, D2.1 can then formally outline the security and trust assumptions behind the remote attestation techniques, such
as memory safety, type safety, control flow safety and operational correctness. Hence, D2.1 describes the requirements for (i) Zero-Touch configuration of Fog/Edge nodes, (ii) protection of
capabilities and the integrity of remote devices in the RAINBOW architecture, (iii) protection and
management of cryptographic keys and (iv) low-overhead secure routing using CJDNS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The need to devise open and standardized mechanisms for IoT services, where the exchange
of data among edge participants and the access to fog services, requires trusted attestation
schemes for efficient, secure fog node identification and management. Within the definition
of the RAINBOW reference architecture carried out by WP1 and explicitly mapped out in Deliverable D1.2 [26], RAINBOW aims to achieve high security and privacy guarantees by using a
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) - acting as the underlying Root-of-Trust - enabled through the
Sidecar proxy as a central building block for the trusted exchange of data as well as for secure
device management.
A Root-of-Trust (RoT) is a crucial element in a computer-system and even more in a distributed
environment as the ones encounted in RAINBOW. Roots-of-trust enable other components in
a SW system to come to a trust decision for a given situation. A root-of-trust must be relied on
as itself cannot be verified, thus there are high requirements on their correctness and robustness
[59, 70]. Nowadays, there exist several concepts to establish a RoT. A secure, distributed system
such as the RAINBOW platform needs a trust anchor that verifies and ensures the correctness
of the overall system and provide an efficient mechanism to prevent side-channel attacks. For
RAINBOW a decentralized trust anchor has been chosen, in the form of Trusted Platform
Modules on the system’s end points. This anchor or main building block is a Trusted Platform
Module, short TPM. A TPM is a cryptographic co-processor on an computer system [9] and is
specified by the Trusted Computing Group [4].
Inside the TPM, remote attestation techniques will enable efficient fog service placement and
device management. The aim of this Deliverable is, thus, to specify and model the advanced
remote attestation techniques, modeled as crypto primitives, to be used within the RAINBOW
architecture in view of enabling trusted, privacy-preserving, accountable authentication of edge
and mesh devices, along with trust management services with as little overhead as possible.
In order to achieve this goal, the Deliverable will first outline the Security and Privacy requirements for the RAINBOW platform, building for the reader an understanding of the security
mechanisms fostered by the architectural view that RAINBOW promotes (Section 2). It will then
follow up with a discussion (Section 3) on how to establish trust models amenable to be used
in cloud- and fog-based environments and that can capture the requirements of the RAINBOW ecosystem and the envisioned uses cases that will be investigated therein in the course
of the project. These models will also define the set of features and attributes (again, per use
case) whose presence is both sufficient and necessary for the implementation of the advanced
remote attestation techniques. Leveraging such trust models, in Section 4, the Deliverable will
list and discuss the requirements foreseen to be necessary for the establishment and maintenance of strong guarantees of trust in the RAINBOW ecosystem even when functionalities are
RAINBOW D2.1
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Figure 1.1: Relationship between Deliverable D2.1 and other project tasks
executed in untrusted environments. Requirements will be expressed by way of formal components (Subsection 4.1) that are usually employed for these kinds of definitions, namely (i)
predicates, i.e., the elements of the language, (ii) axioms, i.e., trust statements formulated
through the predicates, and (iii) assumptions. In turn, these formal components will allow the
intuitive description of the trust properties of Service Flow Graphs (SCGs), which can be used
to describe application topology, intercommunication and dependencies among services, along
with constraints, optimization policies and QoS requirements.
The Deliverable will thus concern itself first (Subsection 4.2) with the description of requirements
of Zero-Touch Configuration of Fog/Edge nodes, namely, of their secure enrollment, with verifiable evidence on their integrity assurance and correctness of the virtual functions they include.
Next, in Subsection 4.3 the Deliverable will address the protection of capabilities and the integrity
of remote devices by turning them into a Trusted Platform, through the functionalities that the
TPM can add to the devices and their OSs. Advanced key management will then be analysed in
Subsection 4.4 through predicates and axioms that apply to the different types of keys that are required to enroll and operate in the RAINBOW ecosystem. Since many of the above functionalities
are foreseen by RAINBOW to be implemented on top of the CJDNS secure network routing protocol, the Deliverable also addresses (Subsection 4.5) the requirements of its implementation in a
scalable, low-overhead, yet trusted fashion. Finally, the requirements of operational correctness,
i.e., the correct execution of specific functions inside a device, will be discussed in Section 4.6.
The output of the modelling effort collected in this Deliverable will lay the foundation for the prosecution of WP2, by dictating the design of the enhanced security and privacy fog enablers (which
will be undertaken by task T2.2) and their subsequent integration in the overall secure mesh network as foreseen in task T2.4. Furthermore, this Deliverable will allow the orchestration stack
developed in WP3 (task T3.3) to include in its model of fog resource lifecycle the definition,
management and overview of security and trust properties, by providing “security hooks” in fog
services in order to facilitate the analysis of data resulting from the operation of the attestation
RAINBOW D2.1
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services, security auditing and failure analysis. The latter will also have an impact both on the fog
service analytics developed by WP4 (Task 4.3), to gain insights from monitoring QoS data and
security metrics, and on the development of the unified dashboard in WP5. Finally, the trust models will be essential for the correct deployment of the Use Cases demonstrated in WP6. These
relationships are highlighted in Figure 1.1.
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Chapter 2
RAINBOW Security, Privacy and Trust
Establishment services
As can be recalled from Deliverables D1.1 [27] and D1.2 [26], RAINBOW is fostering a vision to
design and develop an open and trusted fog computing platform that facilitates the secure
deployment and management of scalable, heterogeneous applications running on IoT devices and on cross-cloud infrastructure. Besides ICT aspects of dynamic orchestration, efficient data storage, dynamic routing, there are the more security-related issues such as secure
zero-touch configuration, the creation of trust enablers and the provision of multi-level security
verification mechanisms. Indeed, RAINBOW is going to include the provision of secure, robust,
and efficient runtime behavioral attestation and verification methods to check the internal
state of an untrusted fog-based environment towards establishing its trustworthiness and
privacy. A key procedure is the enrolment, i.e., the automatic and secure establishment of trust
between a new fog node/device connected to the network and the Orchestrator, which is a tenet
of the Security Enablers, one of the key components of the RAINBOW Mesh Stack.
In this section, we clarify the Security and Privacy Requirements that should be supported by the
RAINBOW platform as well as the trust establishment procedures.

2.1

RAINBOW mMdel for Security, Privacy and Trust Establishment

For the RAINBOW Fog system, robust security and trust will be provided, and at the same time
strong privacy protection will be employed.
This comes with significant complexities and technological challenges, e.g., to set up a number
of network protocols such, that they together create a composite security mechanism which complies to privacy protection. To control the complexity, we start with a formal model of trust, where
we introduce a modelling language and define a formal trust model. Based on security predicates
we can then describe and refine security axioms which describe the desired system behavior.
The actual desired behavior in RAINBOW is that Fog nodes can authenticate themselves in a
privacy-protecting way to each-another, without interacting with central services. However, to
protect against attacks, it is crucial to protect the cryptographic keys that perform the services. To
this end, each fog ecosystem needs to be secured; in RAINBOW this is achieved in the context
of the Trusted Computing paradigm. Here, we add a trusted component such as the TPM acting
as a decentralized Root-of-Trust for enhancing the security posture of the entire environment.
RAINBOW D2.1
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TPMs also offer Direct Anonymous Attestation functionality to enable anonymous authentication. The authenticated devices can then build a mesh network to communicate with each
other. The remainder of this chapter defines the interfaces to the Rainbow Middleware and collects requirements on how TPMs as the crucial building block protect the keys in the RAINBOW
system.

2.2

Connection to Rainbow Middleware

As aofrementioned, one of the main objectives of RAINBOW is the management and establishment of trust-aware service graph chains. In this context, the communication over the continuum
from edge devices to fog nodes and back end cloud systems must support secure interactions
between all participating entities in order to establish service-specific “fog/edge node communities of trust”. This is considered as one of the main goals towards “security and privacy by
design” solutions, including all methods, techniques, and tools that aim at enforcing security and
privacy at software and system level from the conception and guaranteeing the validity of these
properties.
RAINBOW will achieve high security and privacy guarantees by using a Trusted Platform Module (TPM), enabled through the RAINBOW Sidecar proxy [26], as a central building block for the
trusted exchange of data as well as for secure device management. TPMs are trust anchors
that allow RAINBOW to develop new, highly efficient attestation techniques for both device
authentication purposes (when joining the IoT deployment) but also continuously attesting edge
device integrity and, in doing so, assess the security of involved devices. The goal is to prove to
remote parties that a fog node, its OS and running services are intact and trustworthy.
To do so RAINBOW is leveraging advanced cryptographic primitives (Direct Anonymous Attestation
for privacy) and enhanced remote attestation for security and operational assurance. At a conceptual level, the goal is to enable fog/edge entities to establish and maintain trust during the
entire system life-cycle. This stems from establishing roots of trust in components (by leveraging the attached TPM), and using these roots of trust to establish and maintain trust relationships.
However, in the road towards the establishment of such trust-aware SGCs, fog/edge node interaction is a challenge by itself since the target environment is dynamic and uncontrolled.
More specifically, a RAINBOW deployment consists of nodes that formulate temporal connections. In addition, nodes must route packets to each other without relying on static routing tables
and fixed network subnets. On top of that, there are two additional crucial constraints that need
to be taken into consideration. The first is the lack of a network addressing scheme and the
second is the establishment of trust among the nodes that participate in the fog deployment
towards the creation of “communities of trusted devices” that can enable the secure community
communications and can then be used for the trusted deployment of the envisioned services.
Addressing these challenges lies in the heart of RAINBOW towards the provision of a secure
overlay mesh network for delivering the high-level functionalities related to secure (edge
and mesh) device identification and integrity, data integrity and confidentiality, anonymity
and resource integrity as described in the overall framework reference architecture (see Deliverable D1.2 [26]).

RAINBOW D2.1
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2.3

High Level Design Principles for the Rainbow Middleware
Security

We now present a number of fundamental security design principles which summarize the detailed technical contributions of the following chapters. These design decisions are the bases for
the secure interaction of fog nodes between each another, the orchestration services, and IoT
devices.
1. A single key shall only be used for one purpose (e.g., key establishment, generation of
digital signatures, etc.) - more details in subsection 4.4.4 Table 4.10 Axiom 41.
2. To provide a sufficient security level a trusted component shall be used (e.g., Trusted Platform Module - TPM) - more details in section 4.2 Table 4.7 Axiom 02.
3. TPMs shall follow Trusted Computing Group’s (TCG) specification for TPM 2.0 [68]
4. The RAINBOW Orchestrator (Orc) is responsible to manage and distribute the certificates
5. If the platform provides physical access then a Hardware TPM shall be used to protect the
key material (more details in subsection 4.4.4 Table 4.10 Axiom 42), otherwise a software
TPM in a trusted environment.
6. Cryptographic keys shall be stored and maintained by the TPM.
7. Certificates are handled and distributed by the operator.
8. CJDNS should be used to provide secure mesh-communication.
9. In addition to secure enrollment process, DAA should be applied. DAA shall be used to
ensure a certain level of privacy.
10. privacy and anonymity levels to be achieved, should be managed by the fog/edge device
based on the policies circulated by the Orc. Thus, it should be the platform itself able to
decide if the pseudonym, created by the DAA protocol, is linkable or not.
11. To share the DAA parameters for the setup phase an anonymous secure channel shall be
established.
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Chapter 3
Trust Models
In order to provide the RAINBOW project’s envisioned services with the appropriate levels of
security, privacy and operational assurance, we need to define trust models that are able to
capture the complex relationships between all involved entities and components. This model
must not only capture the RAINBOW ecosystem and the applications (and use cases) that
rely on it, but also the cloud-based environment in which they operate, which may involve
an arbitrary number of untrusted third-party entities and assets, as described in D1.2 [26].
We leverage several modelling languages and techniques in combination, to capture assumptions
and models of the comprising fog nodes equipped with the employed Trusted Platform Modules
(TPMs), as Root-of-Trusts, and their interaction with the surrounding entities. This combination
allows us to express fine-grained trust assumptions in a “top-down” manner—starting from the
description of the application’s trust domain, and iteratively refining it to model internal interactions
between the entities involved, and the specific operations performed by each device).
The goal is to be able to extract and formally define the security properties that need to be
achieved by all the security enablers and trust extensions (i.e., integrity verification, direct
anonymous attestation, anonymous authentication ephemeral communication channel, etc.), to
be designed in the context of RAINBOW [28], towards fulfilling the main vision of the project: The
provision of a secure overlay mesh network for delivering the high-level functionalities
related to secure (edge and mesh) device identification and integrity, data integrity and
confidentiality, anonymity and resource integrity.
In particular, the trust models we define here can be refined into security (attestation) policies to
be enforced by the RAINBOW Orchestrator, ensuring that all nodes perform all expected operations at all levels. More details of this refinement process, including strategies and policies for
the enforcement and monitoring of trust in a TPM-backed fog system, is given in D2.2 [28]. In
this context, the focus is on cloud-native components (denote as virtual function, VF) Integrity
Verification and on secure enrolment. Integrity verification is the process by which a fog node
(i.e., hosting a VF) can report in a trusted way (at any requested time) the current status of its
configuration. It entails the provision of integrity measurements and guarantees during both the
deployment and operation of a VF; covering the system integrity at the deployment phase by
the RAINBOW Orchestrator but also ensuring the integrity of the loaded components during their
run-time execution.
Furthermore, these trust models will set the basis for the formal verification of these RAINBOW
security services and events interaction, to be documented in Deliverable D2.3. The vision is to
define a st of run-time verification approaches (leveraging tools like ProVerif and/or TAMARIN) for
monitoring and verifying both the execution behaviour of a single system as well as the commu-
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nication patterns of a set of edge devices against the set of already defined attestation services
and policies.
Towards this direction, a set of abstract formal models capturing these specifications of the RAINBOW security enablers are produced in Chapter 4, which can then be checked against the defined formal security properties; RAINBOW security properties including Zero-Touch Configuration and Secure Enrollment, Secure Remote Asset Management, Key Management,
Operational Assurance - on top, of course, of the generic properties such as confidentiality,
authentication, integrity and availability should be expressed, and the formal framework needs
to be rich enough to express properties to the domain under consideration.

3.1

Trust Modelling Languages

Trust modelling languages are used to formally define the level of trust of each entity in the
operational environment. By this definition, these languages can focus on different aspects of the
overall system execution in an attempt to better express the properties of interest to be achieved.
Based on the requirements of the use cases envisioned in the context of RAINBOW [29], several
languages have been identified that could be used to formally define the desired notion of trust in
TPM equipped fog/edge devices.
• Predicate Based Language [56]: This language is based on a predicative system of mathematical logic. Firstly, an informal problem statement is created that will define the exact
requirements (i.e., trust assumptions) needed to patch any known problems so that a device can be effectively identified as trusted. Then a set of specific predicates is constructed
with each one of them mapping to a previously defined requirement. With this in hand, a
set of axioms is finally derived from the informal problem statement, that practically glues
together the predicates in a way that best represents the “chain of trust” that needs to be
ensured. This way, the problem of identifying the trustworthiness of an entity is modelled
and quantified based only on the properties that are of interest in the specific use cases
(that, in turn, leverage specific TPM functionalities); thus, allowing for a more fine-grained
expression of the trust policies to be deployed.
• Diagram Based [22, 47]: Diagram-based models are used to represent trust relationships
between interacting entities. Usually their purpose is to investigate how trust is propagated
throughout a network or a hierarchy of entities by assessing the trust levels of each component and by identifying the types of strong trust relations (federations) that need to be
established among the different entities in the system. This enables the representation of a
“Web of Trust”, by leveraging tree-like structures, that needs to be established and continuously monitored and can serve as the basis for concluding on stronger arguments about
the system’s design-level trustworthiness.
• Algebra Based [6, 38]: Algebra-based languages are often used in conjunction with the
previously described diagram-based models. Once again they focus on trust relationships,
that need to be established between interacting entities (rather than the trust modelling of
the execution of a deployed platform), following a more formal modelling approach with varying levels of detail. These languages aside from static trust relationship predictions, they
also include protocols for dynamically updating the quantitative values used for expressing
the federated trust, among entities, based on experience factors.
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3.2

A Trust Modelling Framework for RAINBOW

In the context of RAINBOW, the goal is to observe, model and monitor not only the trust level of
each TPM-equipped fog/edge device but also the strong trust relations that must be established
among interacting entities. This requires the consideration of different aspects in each case;
for instance, trusting a TPM first requires trusting that it operates correctly, and in particular
that sequences of TPM commands are executed correctly, while ensuring that the interactions
between attested entities, that is required in order to maintain the trust between them, is secure.
Thus, the best approach is to use a combination of appropriate modelling languages; namely,
the predicate and diagram-based languages. The motivation behind this design choice is that
predicates can better serve the modelling of the trusted execution of RAINBOW-equipped devices
(at device level), based on both behavioural properties and low-level concrete properties
about the entities’ configuration and execution (to be verified by the RAINBOW attestation
services), while diagram-based models can enable the expression of the trust federations (network level) that need to be established and maintained to support trust in distributed fog-based
ecosystems.
Overall, the goal is to describe the chain of trusted interactions that need to take place
between entities assuming the correct state of each (based on the necessary and sufficient
identified predicates and axioms).
The models we describe om Chapter 4 will only provide a high-level representation of the networks of trust that need to be established as part of the security models for our applications.
For instance, our models contain abstract states, such as “Device Integrity” or “Physical Security”, that express high-level assumption on the attestation state of a device that must be fulfilled
before making use of specific RAINBOW security functionalities. In order to construct complete
application-specific models, such assumptions will need to be refined, using additional predicates
that can specify, for instance, the types of properties that should be attested. We will investigate
these low-level predicates, and express them in detail in the context of D2.3 as part of the formal
modeling of the RAINBOW Attestation Toolkit and its internal attestation policies [28].
The remainder of this deliverable follows this top-down approach. First, we identify the common security and safety requirements we aim to achieve in RAINBOW with limited trust. Then,
we define a semi-formal and high-level trust model in which to describe security and safety of
devices and networks, using predicates and state diagrams. Finally, we give concrete representation, in this model, of the RAINBOW security and trust extensions. These are expressed as a
combination of predicates and axioms.
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Chapter 4
Trust Assumptions and Security & Safety
Requirements
A number of requirements need to be met in order to establish and maintain strong guarantees of
trust in a fog-based environment, both in the context of the envisioned use cases and for trusted
computing-based applications in general. Recall that one of the main objective of RAINBOW is
the establishment and management of trust-aware service graph chains. In this context, the
communication over the continuum from edge devices to fog nodes and backend cloud systems
must support secure interactions between all participating entities in order to establish servicespecific “fog/edge node communities of trust”.
For instance, a common requirement is that each device in the network must be equipped with
hardware or software support for remote attestation. Attestation is one of the crucial services of
a TPM. It is the process by which a platform reports in a trusted way the current status of its configuration. The report can include as much information as required. The basis of the attestation
are the measurements recorded in PCRs. They can then be read to know the current status of
platform and be also signed to provide a secure report. The signed message can then be sent to
the client. It is worth noticing that the TPM does not check the measurements, that is, it does not
know whether a measurement is trustworthy or not. The trustworthiness of the measured value
comes when an application uses some PCR value in an authorization policy, or remote clients ask
for an attestation of some value, and later they evaluate its trustworthiness. Attestation enables
such clients to confirm whether the platform has been compromised. Additionally, the TPM offers
means of certifying and auditing the properties of keys and data that cross the TPM boundary.
This requirement serves to establish a decentralized root-of-trust, which cannot be compromised
without physical access to the device, and on which the attestation process will both measure the
device’s configuration and communicate those results securely and privately to other devices in
the system. Furthermore, we require that the device is resistant to non-invasive attacks (such as
side-channel attacks, or non-invasive fault injection) while the system should be able to identify
nodes that have been offline for a long time and could be victims of more invasive exploitation
attempts [66] (such as micro-probing or reverse engineering).
Besides the traditional data confidentiality, integrity and availability, trusted fog-based ecosystems must fulfill the following security and trust requirements:
Memory-Safety. Memory safety is a crucial and desirable property for any device loaded with
various software components. Its absence may lead to software bugs but most importantly
exploitable vulnerabilities that will reduce the trust level of the device running the problematic software. In a nutshell, all accesses performed by loaded processes/services in the
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underlying memory map of the host device need to be “correct” in the sense that they respect the: (i) logical separation of program and data memory spaces, (ii) array boundaries
of any data structures (thus, not allowing software-based attacks exploiting possible buffer
overflows), and (iii) don’t access the memory region of another running process that they
should not have access to. Memory-safety vulnerabilities can be detected in design-time
with static code analysis techniques [17, 21] and during run-time [63] with the well known
tool Valgrind [53] that is designed to identify memory leaks of an executable binary. For
instance, memory safety will prevent information from leaking in a security sensitive application that uses a TPM.
Type-Safety. Type-safety is closely related to memory safety as it also specifies a functionality
that restricts how memory addresses are accessed in order to protect against common
vulnerabilities that try to exploit shared data spaces (i.e., stack, heap, etc.). Type-safety
is usually checked during design-time with most programming languages providing some
degree of correctness (by default) paired with static code analysis tools that might catch
some exceptions not covered by the language compiler (i.e., “fuzzing” tools or concolic
execution engines). However, type-safety can also be checked during run-time with the
possibility of identifying issues that the static method did not identify [20]
Control-Flow Safety. Besides the aforementioned static methodologies that check the code and
the binaries for possible vulnerabilities and bugs, the executable binaries should be dynamically checked for their proper functionality and execution during run-time. This is done
through control-flow attestation: All control transfers are envisioned by the allowed program. This translates to no arbitrary jumps in the code, no calls to random library routines,
etc. This information is depicted by the allowed control-flow graphs (CFGs) that are calculated prior to the deployment of a service and are used as a baseline of the normal
(trusted) sequence of execution states against which run-time control-flow footprints will be
assessed [5, 45]. The basic attribute that is required here is that the binary monitoring entity (tracer), the attesting entity (prover) and the checking entity (verifier) are all operating
in a trusted mode and are in a state to correctly identify bad behaviour from the monitored
binary.
Operational-Correctness. This concept is an intermediate abstraction of control-flow safety. Besides integrating the control-flow mechanism that was described before, it also checks for
the static state of the system and relies on the fact that a crucial part of the underlying kernel is in a trusted state. The operational-correctness aims to provide a more holistic view
of the system by combining dynamic and static data collected by the RAINBOW Attestation
Toolkit in order to produce guarantees on the operational trust state of the system.
Cryptography. Having strong cryptographic primitives is a fundamental requirement of any security oriented system. What is needed towards this direction is a good source of entropy that
will be utilized in a secure pseudo-random number generator (PRNG) so that the keys generated by the system are secure. To make good use of this source of entropy, we also must
ensure that the cryptographic primitives deployed in the RAINBOW-equipped platforms and
related systems are fit for purpose. Although in most cases, the security of cryptographic
primitives is a matter of design, the system’s cryptographically secure pseudo-random generator, which is used in particular to generate keys, is often left to implementers, with potentially disastrous consequences on the security of the whole system [52]. In the context
of the RAINBOW, we assume security against strong adversaries [28].
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Physical Security. TPMs are discrete hardware chips that interconnect with the Low Pin Count
(LPC) bus of the system through. The LPC interface can be subject to attacks from eavesdropping to injection. Many recent and old attacks [8, 50, 51, 71] have shown that through
the LPC interface, an attacker can spoof PCR values and steal sensitive data (like the
BitLocker disk encryption key), bypassing critical TPM trust guarantees. That is why the
physical security of both the device as a whole and the actual pins that connect the TPM on
the device motherboard should be carefully designed if the TPM is to be trusted. Another
option that has been investigated by [10, 39], is to constantly require each device to provide
a “heartbeat” attestation in a specific frequency. Because hardware attacks are time consuming and require that the device is taken offline for a considerable amount of time, the
TPM will not be able to provide the attestation messages timely. In this case, the device
should be considered as untrusted or partially trusted depending on the policies and the
trust requirements that are in place.
Definition 1. System Correctness & Trustworthiness: A fog-based system S is at a trusted state
if and only if all of the above requirements are successfully met.
For the purpose of the RAINBOW project, some of the requirements are left out of scope, and
will be considered as explicit assumptions.

4.1

Formal Trust Model

In what follows, we will elaborate on a formal trust model which will be directly mapped to
the requirements and assumptions described in the following sections. Based on the use of
the aforementioned predicate-based language, this model is split into three components: (i) the
predicates which are essentially the “words” of the language, (ii) the axioms which define how these predicates fit together to produce meaningful trust statements, and (iii) the
assumptions which are the predicates that are out of the scope of the RAINBOW solution.
The predicates are meant to be the dictionary of the trust model that enlists each statement as
a word and pairs it with its meaning. They are split into six categories. The first one (Table 4.1)
aims to give a set of predicates that represent the final (and trusted) stages of the overall system
and network (trusted domain). These will be satisfied only when the system and the RAINBOWequipped devices are trusted; if one precondition of these predicates fails then the system
will be in an untrusted state and no guarantees on the security posture can be verified.
The second and third set of predicates (Tables 4.2 and 4.3, respectively) represent intermediate
states of the system and the RAINBOW-equipped devices. These intermediate states are meant
to group together the requirements in separate categories based on the previously described
security and safety requirements. For instance, the CryptoSaf eT P M (T ) represents requirements
for the cryptographic security of the TPM while the M SSystem (S) represents requirements related
to the memory safety of the system.
Likewise, predicates in the fourth and the fifth categories (Tables 4.4 and 4.5, respectively) represent the actual requirements that were fit into the aforementioned categories. For example the
DynamicAnalysisM S (A, S) predicate translates to the fact that application A was tested dynamically for memory issues which in turn fits under the M SSystem (S) intermediate state predicate.
Finally, we use a separate category (Table 4.6) to capture such low-level predicates on the configuration and execution properties of the system such as firmware running, the version of its
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configuration file or presence of specific hardware properties, ports and network interfaces, etc.
It is separated from the other groups as it aims to cover local and remote identification of a
RAINBOW-equipped device (and its attached TPM) with the target of modelling the trust of specific RAINBOW security functionalities considered in the envisioned use cases (i.e., Direct Anonymous Attestation in the context of Urban Mobility scenario [29]).
The axioms (Table 4.7) define exactly how these requirements and their intermediate stages fit
together in an overall model that leads up to the trusted state of a fog/edge device or network.
These axioms glue together the low-level predicates, the intermediate predicates and the
high-level predicates according to the architecture described above. They represent the
generic security properties that need to be present in a fog-based ecosystem even without the
protection of the RAINBOW framework. More specifically, they set the foundation for the more
advanced RAINBOW security functionalities to be then modelled on top of this first set of axioms.
Each low-level predicate is defined to partially satisfy the intermediate category it belongs to
and each intermediate TPM or System predicate builds up to the final T rustedT P M (T ) and
T rustedSystem (S) high-level predicates. For example, the T rustedT racer (S) that defines the tracer
running on system S is trusted, is required by the intermediate predicate CF SSystem (S) that represents the control-flow safety of the system and the CF SSystem (S) which in turn is needed by
the T rustedSystem (S) predicate. This relationship between the axioms can be seen in Figure 4.1
where each axiom (labelled by the letter inside the brackets found in Table 4.7) points to its direct
dependencies creating an axiom dependency tree.
Finally, Table 4.8 describes the assumptions we do not intend on discharging, as they are our
of the scope of the RAINBOW use cases, where the focus is on specific TPM functionalities as
identified in D1.2 [26]. More specifically, these are:
1. The physical security of the hardware;
2. The source of entropy of the system; and
3. The proper identification of the installed TPM.
Finally, we have to highlight that the security of the BIOS/Kernel/OS of the deployed containerized
services is considered as a prerequisite. If the kernel is approached as a monolithic system, then
it should be assumed that it is trusted in its whole since if even a single component diverges
then the entire kernel is deemed untrusted (T rustedSof t (S)). On the other hand, the kernel
in the emerging edge- and cloud-computing applications where everything is considered as a
service, can also be seen as a set of micro-services where only a specific set of them should
be considered trusted in order for the entire system to be at a correct state. This reduction of
the trusted code base of the kernel can introduce a chance for the tracing capabilities of the
RAINBOW Attestation Toolkit to monitor exactly those functionalities [28].
Besides these considerations, we will also assume that the TPM itself satisfies memory-safety,
type-safety and control-flow safety. In other words: hardware TPMs are correct, secure and
tamper-resistant. With these given assumptions, the RAINBOW solution should be able to
assess, monitor and verify the trust level of a network of devices based on the following
model.
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Table 4.1: High-level predicates for trusted TPMs, systems and domains
High Level Predicates
Trusted Domain (D)

The domain D composed of a set of TPM-enabled fog/edge devices is
trusted

Trusted System (S)

The system S is trusted

Trusted T P M (T )

TPM T is trusted

wellTyped Key (K)

Unique key for each purpose

Secured Key (K)

Security level of the key is compliant with the TCG specifications

Trusted Key (K)

Protection level of the key is sufficient for intended purpose

Trusted AIK (K)

Protection level of the AIK key is sufficient for intended purpose

Table 4.2: Intermediate predicates representing abstract states necessary for TPM trust.
Intermediate TPM State Predicates
PhySecureT P M (T )

TPM T is physically secure

MS T P M (T )

TPM T has memory safety

TS T P M (T )

TPM T has type safety

CFS T P M (T )

TPM T has control flow safety

CryptoSafeT P M (T )

TPM T uses secure cryptographic primitives

Verified T P M (T )

TPM T is verified and it is resilient against the Cuckoo attack [54].

Table 4.3: Intermediate predicates representing abstract states necessary for trust.
Intermediate System State Predicates

OP Correctness (s)

The system S has operational correctness based on specific properties and functions to be attested through the zero-touch configuration
integirty verification enablers

PhySecureSystem (s)

System S is physically secure

MS System (S)

System S has memory safety

TS System (S)

System S has type safety
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Intermediate System State Predicates (continued)
CFS System (S)

System S has control flow safety

DatabaseCorrectness (S)

The database measurements of system S are correct and trusted by
the communicating parties.

Table 4.4: Predicates for TPM-specific trust requirements.
TPM Predicates
Trusted Comm (T )

The communication of TPM T with the TSS is trusted

TPM2 Compliant (T )

TPM T is compliant with the latest TPM2.0 specification

PhySecureLP C (T )

The pins (LPC) connecting TPM T with the system are physically secure

SecureP RN G (T )

The PRNG that TPM T uses is secure

CryptoAsymmetric (T )

The asymmetric cryptographic primitives that TPM T uses are secure
against CPA attacks

CryptoSymmetric (T )

The symmetric cryptographic primitives that TPM T uses are secure
against CPA attacks

Table 4.5: Predicates for the OS and the TPM-backed applications.
System Predicates
Trusted Sof t (S)

The (monolithic) BIOS/Kernel/OS that runs on a system S are
trusted

PartTrusted Sof t (S)

Specific parts of the BIOS/Kernel/OS (ie microservices) that runs
on a system S are trusted

Trusted CF P A (S)

The attestation toolkit checking the control flow integrity of System
S is trusted

Integrity Code (A, S)

In a system comprising of multiple applications, application A running on system S and using a TPM, has been checked for its
authenticity & integrity.

CompilerOpsT S (A, S)

All type safety related compiler options for application A running
on system S are enabled
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System Predicates (continued)

StaticAnalysisM S&T S (A, S)

In a fog node comprising of multiple containerized services, application A running on system S and using a TPM has been put
through static code analysis for memory safety and type safety
issues

DynamicAnalysisM S (A, S)

In a system comprising of multiple applications, application A running on system S and using TPM has been put through dynamic
analysis for memory safety issues

StaticAnalysisState (S)

The state of system S is checked against a set of policies for
allowed components to be installed in the device.

PhySecureCircuit (S)

The circuits of the system S are adequately physically secure

Table 4.6: Predicates for recognition and identification of local and remote TPMs.
Local/Remote TPM Predicates
Installed T P M (S, T )

TPM T is installed on system S

Provisioned T P M (S, T )

TPM T has been initialized and setup for system S (TPM Provisioning
includes: turning the TPM on, making sure it has an endorsement
key, making sure it has an endorsement credential, taking ownership
of the TPM, creating any initial keys and certifying these keys.)

Identified Local (T )

The local TPM T is securely identified and recognized as a legit TPM
by the end user. The TPM must be checked by the end user that
it is indeed installed on the system in order to prevent the Cuckoo
attack [56].

TPMCredential Cert (T, I)

A TPM T is certified by issuer I during the join phase of the DAA
protocol.

Table 4.7: Axioms for constructing trusted systems and domains. The axioms directly map to the
informal model of the previous section.
Axioms
Ax01

R[t ← T ], R[Sri ← Sr], R[s ← D] : T rustedSystem (s) ∧ T rustedT P M (t, Sri ) ⇔

T rustedDomain (D), where ∀(si , tj ) ∈ D
For every TPM t, from a set of secure TPMs T, the services Sri it provides, installed in all systems, and for every system s (hosting a TPM) that belong to domain D: The domain D (comprising of all si hosting TPMs tj ) is considered
trusted if and only if every system si and TPM tj are both trusted. This does not include the communication channel
between the devices.
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Axioms (continued)
Ax02

P hySecureSystem (S) ∧ M SSystem (S) ∧ T SSystem (S) ⇔ T rustedSystem (S)

A System S is trusted if and only if it has physical security, memory safety, type safety, control-flow safety and
operational correctness.
Ax03

DatabaseCorrectness (S) ∧ M SSystem (S) ∧ T P M CredentialCert (T, I) ∧ R[Sri ← Sr] :

P hySecureT P M (T ) ∧ CryptoSaf eT P M (T ) ∧ V erif iedT P M (T ) ⇔ T rustedT P M (T, Sri )
A TPM T and the services Sri (encryption, signing, key management etc.) it provides, are trusted if and only if T
has physical security, secure cryptography and it is properly identified. These services include the functionality of
the RAINBOW reference scenarios.
Ax04

OpCorrectness (S)

∧

IntegrityCode (A, S)

∧

StaticAnalysisM S&T S (A, S)

∧

DynamicAnalysisM S (A, S) ⇔ M SSystem (S)
A system S has memory safety if and only if its applications (Ai ) have operational correctness, code integrity and
they have been undergone static and dynamic analysis. Each application (Ai ) is quantified and represented through
its internal control-flow path (CF Pi ). The collection of (CF Pi ∀Ai ) constitute the overall control-flow graph of system
S (CF GS ). Check Ax06 .
Ax05

CompilerOpsT S (A, S)∧IntegrityCode (A, S)∧StaticAnalysisM S&T S (A, S) ⇔ T SSystem (S)

A system S has type safety if and only if proper compiler options are set, the code is checked for its integrity and it
has also been undergone static analysis. Check Ax06 .
Ax06

(R[cf pi ← CF P ], CF G : cf pi ∈ CF G) ∧ CF SSystem (S) ∧ StaticAnalysisState (S) ∧

P artT rustedSof t (S) ⇔ OpCorrectness (S)
A system S has operational correctness if and only if each monitored control-flow path CFPi , of a process i, is attested against the set of expected and measured control-flow paths in the overall graph. The system must also have
control-flow safety, a partially trusted kernel (for verifying the correctness of the local control-flow attestation service)
and it should be checked for its currents state.
Ax07

T rustedCF P A (S) ⇔ CF SSystem (S)

A system S has control flow safety if and only if the attestation toolkit is in a trusted state
Ax08

P hySecureCircuit ⇒ P hySecureSystem (S)

A system S is physically secure if its circuits are properly protected against tampering.
Ax09

P hySecureLP C (T ) ⇒ P hySecureT P M (T )

A TPM T is physically secure if its interface is properly protected.
Ax10

SecureP RN G (T ) ∧ CryptoAsymmetric (T ) ∧ CryptoSymmetric (T ) ⇔ CryptoSaf eT P M (T )

A TPM T is cryptographically secure if and only if it has a secure PRNG and it uses secure symmetric and asymmetric
primitives with the required configurations.
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Axioms (continued)
Ax11

∀S, T ∈ LocalT P M : InstalledT P M (S, T )∧P rovisionedT P M (S, T )∧Identif iedLocal (T ) ⇒

V erif iedT P M (T )
A TPM T is verified if and only if it is installed on system S, provisioned and identified by the end user.

Ax01
Ax02

Ax08 Ax05

Ax03

Ax04

Ax10

Ax09 Ax11

Ax06
RS Axioms

Ax07

General Axioms

Figure 4.1: Relationships between the axioms of Table 4.7. The axioms are divided in general
axioms (yellow) and RAINBOW reference scenario axioms (green).
As is depicted in Figure 4.1, the axioms are categorized in “general” and “reference scenario”
(RS) axioms. This categorization provides further clarity in the defined trust models, and helps us
better describe the subsets of axioms that best express the requirements of the specific (TPM)
functionalities that each reference scenario requires. The arrows represent the trust chain that
needs to be established in order to achieve the required trust assumptions; this trust chain comprises the general axiom representing the final (and trusted) stage of the overall system and
network (trusted domain), as the root node, and the intermediate predicates/axioms (as tree and
leaf nodes) required to be fulfilled for this general axiom to be true. As is also evident from Table 4.7, in order to have the necessary guarantees that an axiom is true in a system, a number
of intermediate axioms need to also be valid. For instance, in order for a domain, (D), to be
trusted (Ax01 ) then all systems comprising this domain, (∀si ∈ D), must be trusted (Ax04 ) which
in turns requires that each system, si , has memory safety (Ax04 ), type safety (Ax05 ), operational
correctness (Ax06 ) and contro-flow safety (Ax07 ).
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Table 4.8: Trust assumptions in RAINBOW use cases.
Trust Assumptions on Trusted Computing
PhySecureLP C (A)

Trusted Comm (A)

PhySecureCircuit (A)

Trusted Sof t (A)

SecureP RN G (A)

Installed T P M (S, A)

Provisioned T P M (S, A)
Based on this (generic) trust modelling, we then proceed to also extract the predicates that best
capture the RAINBOW security enablers and trust extensions that need to be integrated
in a fog-based ecosystem in order to achieve the envisioned notion of “communities of
trust”. Recall that the intuition behind using both types of trust modeling languages (predicateand diagram-based) is to be able to have a better representation of the trust assumptions in a
“top-down” manner - starting from the description of the application’s trust domain, and iteratively
refining it to model internal interactions between the entities involved, and the specific operations
performed by each device. For the latter, the use of predicates (and the extraction of the subsequent axioms) is better suited for capturing all the low-level system and behavioral properties that
need to be guaranteed, in order for a system (hosting a TPM) to be trusted, whereas for the former the use of state-based diagrams is more appropriate for expressing the (trust) relationships
that need to be established between this hierarchy of systems/entities.

4.2

Zero-Touch Configuration of Fog/Edge Nodes

In this section, we provide an intuitive description of the security properties how our RAINBOW
Integrity Verification scheme (see Deliverable D2.2 [28] for more details) designed to provide and
extract the corresponding axioms representing the trust properties that must be satisfied by the
various components (i.e., VF, TPM, RAINBOW Orchestrator (Orc)) involved in the creation and
management of trust-aware service graph chains.
In order to support enhanced system and network trust assurance, RAINBOW has defined
the security protocols that are necessary for providing a range of secure attestation services
in order to support verifiable evidence on the correct configuration state and/or execution
of a remote platform; ranging from secure boot to run-time integrity referring to the entire lifecycle of the platform. Two enablers of trust are of interest towards protecting and proving the
authenticity and integrity of fog nodes. Whereas integrity provides evidence about correctness,
authenticity provides evidence of provenance.
As part of the overall RAINBOW attestation toolkit [26], the main goal is to allow the creation
of privacy- and trust-aware service graph chains (managed by the Orchestration Lifecycle
Manager and estabslished by the RAINBOW Deployment Manager) through the provision of zerotouch configuration functionalities: fog nodes, wishing to join a fog cluster, adhere to the
compiled attestation policies by providing verifiable evidence on their configuration integrity and
correctness. In other words, the framework should provide guarantees that a node will be able to
join a network if and only if it can prove to the Orchestrator (Orc) that it is at a “correct state” without, however, the Orc needing to know the node’s state beforehand. This allows RAINBOW to
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support the secure enrollment and integration of heterogeneous devices and platform equipped
with different computing resources and operating systems.
Trust is evaluated by (securely) measuring the state (and configuration behavior) of a fog/edge
node at any given point in time, and then comparing the measured state with the reference (expected) state. Note that the trusted component of a device is the trusted element that generates
the signatures, certified attestation keys, and quoted PCR values in conjunction with the (potentially untrusted) host. Thus, the Properties that must be achieved are:
P-1 VF Configuration Correctness. Both load-time and run-time configurations of a device
must adhere to the attestation policies issued by Orc (thus, ensuring load-time and run-time
system integrity).
P-2 SGC Trustworthiness. It must, at all times, be possible for the Orc to determine the trustworthiness of the entire SGC. An SGC is trusted if all nodes are attested correctly and
have shown verifiable evidence that their configurations comply with the enforced attestation policies. This transfers and extends the sound statements on the configuration security
properties of single devices (by P-1) to statements on the security properties of hierarchical
compositions of devices and SGCs.
P-3 Attestation Key Protection. To retain trust in a device, despite mutable configurations, it
must be possible to deploy, during run-time, new (certified) AKs that reflect updates to the
configuration policies deployed (i.e., an updated set of PCRs about the device’s expected
configuration). The device, by leveraging the TPM, must securely create AKs such that
AKpriv is never leaked to an adversary (Adv ) so that she cannot forge valid CIV messages
(thus, ensuring unforgeability), and must present verifiable evidence that the created AK is
“bound” to the newly deployed attestation/configuration policies.
P-4 Immutability. The measurement process must be immutable, such that tracer (for monitoring the configurational and executional behaviour) always returns the correct (actual) measurements.
P-5 Liveness & Controlled Invocation. It is assumed that attestation inquiries reach the local
device attestation agent and that the agent responds with an attestation response within a
specified time limit. If a device fails to respond within the specified time limit, this can be
considered as evidence of compromise and, thus, the device is deemed as untrusted.
Besides the aforementioned core security properties, in some settings, Prv might need to authenticate device’s integrity verification requests in order to mitigate potential DoS attacks; e.g.,
an Adv impersonating the V rf might send a “bogus” configuration policy to a device representing an incorrect (reference) state. This functionality (as can be seen in D2.2 [28]) can be easily
provided (and verified) by the presented attestation enablers: In a case where the RAINBOW
Orc acts as the Vrf , the respective request, can be signed with its (trusted) certificate so that
the target device can verify its authenticity. On the other hand, for achieving inter-trusted device
communication, where a device (acting as the Vrf ) tries to attest the correctness of another device, handling a potential forged request will not have any impact on the state measured by the
Prv since this cannot result in the update of the configuration policy (can only be initiated by the
RAINBOW Orc). Such a malevolent act will impose some additional performance overhead due
to the verification process that will be performed.
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Table 4.9: Formalized enablers (axioms) to achieve the CIV security properties.


n

 h
i
[
∀vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j  ∃! vtpm : T rustedV T P M (vtpm) ∧ Bound(vtpm, vf )∧



Ax1

j=1

HasInv(vtpm, vf.EKpub ) ∧ Signed(vtpm.pcr[idx], vtpm.EKpriv ) ∧ Equals(vtpm.pcr[idx],
vf.vpcr[idx]) ≡ Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr), ∀ idx ∈ indices(vf.vpcr)

(Ax1 for P-1): Any VF, with a unique and proper vTPM, has conformant configurations iff
it proves through signing its PCRs with EKpriv that its PCRs are conformant to the policy
(vPCR) issued by Orc, where EKpriv = VF.EK−1
pub and EKpub is trusted by Orc.

Ax2

@vf ∈



n


[
σ|σ ∈
SG j  : ¬Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr) ≡ T rustedSGC (SG)


j=1

(Ax2 for P-2): The entire SGC (SG ) is considered trusted iff all of its VFs are attested correctly, such that all configurations are conformant to their respective attestation policies.
Ax3

h

i
∀vf, vtpm, pol : T rustedV T P M (vtpm) ∧ Bound(vtpm, vf ) ∧ CreatedAK (vtpm.ak, pol)∧

Signed(vtpm.ak, vtpm.EKpriv ) ∧ Haspolicy (vtpm.ak, pol) ≡ T rustedAK (vtpm.ak)

(Ax3 for P-3): An attestation key ak is trusted iff it is created on a trusted vTPM and contains the appropriate policy pol, which reflects the appropriate attestation policy (vPCR).
Our work provides the missing fine-grained details of the already standardized attestation mechanism and fills the perceived gaps of dynamic and runtime remote attestation and configuration
integrity verification in a complex software stack as the one met in emerging fog-based “Systemsof-Systems”; from the trusted launch and configuration to the runtime attestation of low-level
configuration properties about a device’s integrity and correctness.

4.3

Secure Distributed and Remote Device Management

In RAINBOW, security of remote devices will be based on hardware security additions that provide trust in the cryptography protocols which are executed between the fog nodes and other
communicating devices. Here, we are going to use the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) as a
underlying part of the root-of-trust. This will be explained in more detail in D2.2 [28].

4.3.1

Trusted Computing

For general purpose, interconnected computers and networks, absolute security seems to be
unreachable in theory and practice. Yet, people, businesses and organizations still need to rely
on, indeed to trust in their computing devices day by day.
”Trust” may be considered as the “assured reliance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of
someone or something” (Mirriam-webster online). Alternatively, the US National Security Agency
(NSA) defines (reported by [7]) a trusted entity as one “whose failure can break the security
policy”, as opposed to a trustworthy entity “that will not fail”.
Accordingly, “trust” does not depend on or even promise perfect assurance in all cases. This
is especially true for computer security. Here ’trust’ should be seen as a certain acceptance of
dependence, or technologically, as a gradual improvement on platform security. In this spirit,
major industry vendors have decided to modify general purpose computers to contain a security
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hardware anchor. As a standardization body, the Trusted Computing Group was founded with the
mission of “enhancing trust” in the PC platform.
Thus, Trusted Computing (TC) is a practical approach that adds functionality to hardware and
software and provides certification schemes to improve platform security. A trusted platform
should provide at least three basic features: protected capabilities, integrity measurement and integrity reporting. Protected capabilities are operations with exclusive access to shielded locations
in the system, for instance inside a hardware security module, or a security co-processor. The
integrity of software can be measured by calculating a cryptographic check-sum over pieces of
binary code. Finally, integrity reporting of such a measurement can consist of a statement about
a list of measurements that is vouched for by a suitable entity.
The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/ provides specifications for the Trusted Platform Module, which is such a security co-processor. TPM specifications have also been designed to protect the privacy of users by hiding their platform identifiers
through sound cryptographic mechanisms. This unlinking of platform and trust services protects
against many types of misuse, but only if the services used follow rights-protecting guidelines.
We propose to consider Trusted Computing the practical approach of projecting by technical
means trust from a small number of high-security hardware mechanisms onto general purpose
systems. And we will consider consider system configurations as trusted, where evidence on the
identity and integrity of the components under consideration can be provided by robust technical
or organizational means.
TCG Hardware Architecture
The TCG proposes to extend the general purpose computers, mobile devices and network components with a security subsystem to turn it into a Trusted Platform [57].
The most prominent one is the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), a security co-processor. The
Trusted Platform Module offers trusted functionality to the BIOS and operating systems. The
TPM acts as Root of Trust for Storage (RTS), by offering a set of protected memory registers and
contains a Root of Trust for Reporting (RTR), a unique cryptographic identity that can be used to
vouch for security reports. The TPM is accompanied by a Root of Trust for Measurement (RTM),
which is a trustworthy functionality provided either by the BIOS or the chip-set to establish integrity
of software. An essential third technical component is a set of trusted computing software that
integrates the hardware with the operating system, services and applications [9].
The cooperation of these technical components creates improved security and can help establish
dynamic trust in a platform. Persistent trust is provided by following a set of public standards
and specifications by trusted authorities such as the TCG. Yet, it is arguably difficult to assess
the security of a system, unless all code and even the compile tool chain can be inspected.
Thompson, in his Turing award lecture [69], pointed out, that the sheer size of modern systems
makes full code inspection practically impossible. Instead, in real-world systems, such assurance
is provided by trusted, possibly third, parties that perform a best-effort analysis and then give
evidence in form of cryptographic certificates. Thus, a persistently trusted and capable entity
vouches for a certain level of, or rather effort spent on the assessment of, security.
Trusted Platform Module and Core Concepts
In the TCG approach, security is bootstrapped from a small dedicated piece of secure hardware
called the Trusted Platform Module (TPM). Its specifications, currently at version 2.0, are develRAINBOW D2.1
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oped by the TPM Working Group within the TCG [68].
The TPM hardware component contains a tamper-resilient integrated circuit that implements RSA
and ECC public-key cryptography, key generation, secure hashing, and random-number generation. Using these elements, the TPM can enforce security policies on hierarchies of secret keys
to protect them from software attacks by a remote attacker. As a consequence, the cryptographic
keys are only controlled through handles, and never directly exposed to the host platform. One
of these keys it the Endorsement Key (EK) which provides it with a unique identity, and which is
injected by the TPM manufacturer, or created upon machine deployment.
At the time of creation, TPM keys are assigned an internal policy which restricts their use to
specific operations. There are key types that discern keys for storage, signature and identity
management operations as well as legacy tasks. Keys can also given a fixed parent. Migration of
keys has the characteristic that private, ’migratable’ keys can be sent in encrypted form from one
TCG-compliant TPM to another. Still, the key will never be available in clear for anyone but the
receiving TPM. For ‘non-migratable’ keys however, no entity but the creating TPM will be able to
access the private key.
Thus, a TPM can be used to perform cryptographic operations, like signatures and encryption
user-provided data using hardware-protected private keys. However, due to limited TPM memory,
keys have to be swapped out of the TPM when not in use. To protect these keys, a parent storage
key specified upon key creation is used to wrap (encrypt) the private part of the child key when
it is exported from the TPM. This implicitly creates an hierarchy of keys, where the different
storage keys can be assigned for instance to groups of users thus representing and enforcing
organizational structures.
At the top of the key hierarchy is a Primary Key, created when the platform’s owner initially sets
up the TPM. Three Boolean flags control the initialization state of the TPM: Enabled, Activated,
Owned. Only after enabling, activating and taking ownership, the full functionality of the TPM is
available. Clearing ownership is a non-reversible mechanism to revoke all user-created keys by
deleting the Primary Key. At creation time, keys are assigned two user-supplied secrets for the
purpose of authentication and backup, and optionally a system state that must be attained before
using the key for cryptographic operations.
The capability to record the current system state is another main feature of the TPM. This is
achieved by cryptographically hashing a software component and storing the resulting measurement value in a specially-protected Platform Configuration Register (PCR). PCRs are reset at
platform boot. PCRs can only be written to via the non-invertible, non-commutative extend operation [9, 58, 68].
For each call, a PCR with index i in state t is extended with measurement x by setting

PCRt+1
= H(PCRti ||x).
i

(4.1)

Thus the TPM’s PCRs can potentially be used to exactly describe the software executed on a
machine by following a transitive trust model, in which each software component is responsible
for measuring its successor before handing over control [36]. For the TCG’s technical realization
to work, each caller needs to compute a hash value of the expected next executable code and
to extend a PCR with the result, before control is passed to that subsequent, and thus measured
code. In the simplest case, this is done starting from the BIOS, covering boot loader, kernel, and
system libraries etc., up to application code. Ultimately, the exact configuration of the platform is
mapped to a set of PCR values; a so-called chain-of-trust is established.
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If such a PCR configuration fulfills the given security or policy requirements, we refer to the system
state as a trusted state. In the Quote operation, the TPM signs these values, thus enabling more
complex protocols such as Remote Attestation [23, 24, 36, 65, 67]. Here, a remote verifier can
analyze the result and decide whether to trust the configuration for a given purpose or not.
A drawback of this scheme is the potential privacy loss, if the same key is used in several Quote
signatures which are provided to different service providers. Collaborating providers might then
find undesirable links between different user accounts, if they are used from the same hardware
platform. This is especially critical, as each (sufficiently initialized) TPM contains a strong identifier, the cryptographically unique EK. On the one hand, to protect the platform owner’s privacy
in such a scenario, the EK must not be directly used for the Quote signature. On the other hand,
any Quote signature is worthless, if there is no proof that the PCR values signed are protected by
a real, TCG-compliant TPM. To this end, a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is needed to link private
to public keys, and to establish the identities of stakeholders, such as the TPM manufacturers.
For users’ keys, however, a special pseudonym is used, which nonetheless certifies that the
signing key is protected by some, yet actual TPM: an Attestation Identity Key (AIK). AIKs are
highly restricted and can only be used to sign TPM internal data structures. The authenticity
of an AIK can be certified by an on-line trusted third party, called PrivacyCA (see [58] for more
details). An alternative to the PrivacyCA protocol is the the more complex group-signature based
DAA [19] scheme.
This protocol allows a TPM to prove that it is within a group of TCG-compliant TPMs without
revealing its precise identity, the EK. AIKs can also be used to certify that another TPM-based
key is actually under the protection of the TPM and confirming to its key policy.
Data can be encrypted by the TPM mainly using two mechanisms, binding and sealing. Binding, which is done in software, potentially even on a remote host, is the encryption of a limited
amount of data with a public RSA key using either PKCS #1 version 1.5 (RFC 3447) or OAEP [16]
paddings. If the corresponding private key is unique and held by a TPM this implies that only this
TPM can decrypt the data. In an even stronger mechanism called sealing, the encryption is performed on-chip incorporating a unique secret1 and a set of PCR registers. Sealed data can only
be unsealed by precisely the same TPM in the desired PCR configuration. Data may be sealed
to a specific, but also possible future set of values of the PCRs. Thus, access to the data can be
restricted to a single trusted state of the TPM’s host computer.
Further useful features of the TPM are a true random number generator, a tick counter that can
potentially be correlated with real-time, and a monotonic counter mechanism.
For TPM 2.0 different implementation approaches are permissible. They range from discrete
security controllers, over simulation in the chipset to pure software constructs protected by secure
CPU modes
TCG Software Architecture
The working groups of the TCG intended the TPM to be implemented in a cost effective way, for
instance on smart card architectures with very restricted resources. Consequently, the functionality of the TPM is restricted to a pre-defined set of operations; the TPM is not able to execute user
code, and even most of the mechanisms offered require auxiliary functionality to be implemented
in the software of the host platform.
1

The internal tpmProof random number is freshly generated at taking ownership, and only known to the TPM.
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The TCG Software Stack (TSS) is responsible to access and manage the TPM and also to provide
a programming interface for TC applications. The target language for the standard is the C
programming language [40].
The TSS offers a set of function calls that help perform a number of operations. These functionalities cover the setup and administration of the TPM, such as taking ownership, setting of
configurations or querying properties. With regards to the chain-of-trust, it is the task of the TSS
to record the SML for tracing the measurements that led to the current PCR values. The life
cycle of cryptographic keys is also controlled through the TSS, starting with the triggering of the
creation of public-private key pairs inside the TPM. The limited resources of the TPM necessitate external, encrypted storage of the cryptographic material, either at runtime by swapping out
keys from the limited hardware key slots into main memory or filing in persistent storage on the
hard disk. Furthermore, the TSS supports different mechanisms of key certification and the key
migration protocols.
The TSS is also specified to facilitate the Identity Management operations.
The TSS also provides interfaces to sign user data using TPM-protected keys, which were generated with type information that allows them to perform signature operations. The TSS also
supports binding and sealing by marshalling the payload data into the appropriate TPM data
structures.
Trusted System Architectures
In this section we will review how trust can be established in software, especially considering the
TCG mechanisms. More specifically, we will consider how trust can be provided to processes or
even whole operating system instances including application services. In the nomenclature of the
Orange Book [25, 64], each service has an individual Trusted Computing Base (TCB), which is
defined as the sum of all hardware, firmware and software which influences the service’s integrity
and behavior. The TCB can consist of previously executed and currently active components.
Ideally, the TCB should be as small as possible as a smaller code size might happen to contain
fewer bugs, be easier to inspect and pave the way towards formal verification. Yet in practice, the
TCB is rather large in many general purpose systems, and not likely to offer strong guarantees
on security. Instead, the “TCB” often becomes a nebulous collection of millions of lines-of-code,
executed in nearly random order.
On Trusted Computing platforms, the TPM can potentially serve as measuring device to collect
information on a TCB: The complete TCB can be put into the chain-of-trust collected at load-time
with the help of the PCRs. The PCRs will then represent a software configuration that can be
analyzed and potentially be trusted for selected purposes. Given dynamically trusted software
running on top of an actually trusted computing base in isolation from other pieces of software, it
may be plausible to assume the expected behavior. We will now review the literature on system
architectures proposed to achieve such trusted software.
The TPM’s PCR mechanism will exactly document the software executed, if applied rigorously.
This allows one to widen the trust in a dedicated, trustworthy hardware security module (the
TPM) onto the operating system and services of a general purpose platform. A trustworthy Root
of Trust for Measurement (RTM) serves as initial starting point for this process. RTMs are either a
component of the static BIOS software or the result of a dynamically invoked special CPU instruction. Remember, that from the root onwards, the measurement process then needs to continually
cover the complete boot procedure across the operating system and into the application layer. To
create a software architecture for achieving such a full coverage while maintaining a meaningful
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state in the PCRs a non-trivial challenge that has lead to several generations of experiments and
prototypes.

4.4

Secure Key Management

The key management in RAINBOW is a crucial part (Kerckhoffs’ principle [41]). Due the diversity
of supported keys it also has a high complexity. For this purpose the Platform that is running
the applications is connected to a cryptographic co-processor called TPM. Here, the TPM takes
responsibility of sensitive information exchange and as a storage for keys, especially for the DAA
protocol. There is a number of security-critical operations which need to be secured,e.g., Network
joining, DAA protocol, secured enrollment, communication with the orchestrator. The RAINBOW
Platform also needs to take care in interaction with the IoT Devices and the orchestrator of the
key management life-cycle.

4.4.1

On the sensitivity of cryptographic keys

Cryptography in general is the concept of secret data distribution with the goal of hiding the actual
context of data [55]. The aim of cryptography is to provide confidentiality, integrity and availability
of data. Beside these goals it should also provide several derived goals like, authentication, nonrepudiation etc. Confidentiality, or sometimes called secrecy, of information ensures that data
cannot be read or understood by an adversary. Integrity guarantee that information is not manipulated or modified by an attacker. Availability provides access to information of authorized parties
when needed. Authentication is the concept of identifying the counterpart of the communication
to provide assurance of the identity of the user. Non-reputation in a short form ensures that neither the sender nor receiver can deny the processed information at a later time [11, 55].
Symmetric Cryptography can be split in three layers. Layer 1 primitives, layer 2 algorithm and
layer 3 protocols as visualized in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Layered approach of cryptography
Layer 1- Primitives: This layer is further split into three categories, un-keyed primitives, symmetrickey, and asymmetric-key. Un-keyed primitives are hash functions, one-way permutations, and
random sequences. Symmetric-key primitives are symmetric-key ciphers, Message Authentication Code – MAC, signatures, pseudo random sequences, and identification primitives. Here,
the symmetric key cipher is divided into block ciphers and stream ciphers. Typically, stream ciphers are more simple and performance oriented. With all ciphers the security is directly related
to the security of the key. For generating new keys randomness plays a crucial role as in all
cryptographic operations. Therefore, Random Number generators (RNG) are used [55].
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True Random Number Generators are based on physical processes and have the property that
their output cannot be reproduced. TRNGs are often used for generating session keys. Pseudorandom Number Generator (PRNG) in contrast generate sequences. These sequences are
derived from an initial feed. Here, a requirement is that a PRNG posses good statstical properties, i.e., output is a sequence of true random numbers [49, 55].
Asymmetric-key or public-key primitives consist of public-key ciphers, signatures, and identification primitives. Layer 2 includes the schemes. The basic building block of these schemes are
the primitives, e.g., AES-GCM (Galois Counter Mode), AES-CTR (Counter Mode), AES-CFB (Cipher Feedback Mode) [1], etc. Around this layer the layer 3 is located. Here, this layer includes
the protocols that can be build with the underlying layers, e.g., IPsec(Internet Protocol security),
(Transport Layer Security), etc. Due to simplicity the focus on this subsection is on the basic
primitives and the usage behind it.
Symmetric cryptography uses a secret key to encrypt or decrypt a message. Both mechanisms
use the same key. Here, the key is should be only known by the two communication participants.
Typical Key length are 128 up to 256-bits. Symmetric encryption uses two types of ciphers,
namely a block cipher and a stream cipher. A Block cipher encrypts [C=E(P,K)] an entire message
block of plaintext of a dedicated block cipher length, e.g., in AES-128 (128 bits key length), vice
versa works the decryption of a ciphertext [M=D(C,K)]. While the stream cipher computes each
bit individually. Symmetric encryption is commonly used on a large amount of data [11, 49, 55].
Figure 4.3 visualizes the symmetric cryptography approach. Here, Alice and Bob uses a shared
secret key. Eve plays a man in the middle attack to either eavesdrops and/or manipulate the
communication on an untrusted channel.

Figure 4.3: Principle of symmetric cryptography
Asymmetric cryptography employs two keys – a private and a public key, also called key pair.
Here, the public key pair is used for encryption and publicly available to any participant who
wants to encrypt messages to the belonging participant. In contrast the private key shall be
remain secret and this key is used to decrypt a message. Also the public key is computed by the
secret key but the private key cannot be computed the other way around [11, 49, 55]. Figure 4.4
shows the principle of public-key cryptography.
Cryptanalysis aims the study of ciphertext, ciphers and whole systems that relies on cryptoschemes. In general cryptanalysis can be spitted in three main parts. The classical cryptanalysis
that relies on mathematical analysis and brute force attacks, the implementation attacks (sidechannel attacks like physical or micro-architectural), and social engineering [46, 55].
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Figure 4.4: Principle of asymmetric cryptography
The most common used symmetric-key primitive is the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
[55]. AES is a block cipher with a blocksize length of 128 bit and must support key lengths with
the length of 128, 192, and 256 [1]. The internal structure of AES consists of a byte substitution
layer (SubBytes), diffusion layer (MixColumns, ShiftRows), key addition layerAddRoundKey) and
key schedule [11, 55]. Each round, except of the last, of AES algorithm consist of
1. SubBytes()
2. MixColums()
3. ShiftRows()
4. AddRoundKey()
Here, MixColumns() is omitted in the last round.
To provide sufficient security against physical side-channel attacks the AES should be implemented with masking. Here, for example domain oriented masking [37] can be used. The AES128 mode consists of 10 rounds, the AES-192 uses 12 rounds, and AES-256 14 rounds. All AES
versions work on a state with a 4x4 matrix.
In asymmetric encryption, the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) [61] primitive is widely used and
relies on the factoring problem, i.e., the modulus n shall be a large number, otherwise an attacker
can break the RSA. The key generation for RSA works as follows:
1. Choose two random prime-numbers p, q
2. Compute modulus n = p, q
3. Choose a public exponent e . Here, e must be co-prime to ϕ(n) and e 6= ±1
4. Compute the private exponent d = e -1 mod ϕ(n)
Here, (e, n) are the public key and (d , n ) or (e, p, q ) are the private key. To encrypt a message
following algorithm is used

C = M e modn

(4.2)

M = C d modn = M d*e = M 1+k ϕ(n) = M modn

(4.3)

The decryption algorithm is as follows:
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As mentioned before for symmetric key cryptography both parties are using the same key to encrypt and decrypt the message. Here, the key must be exchanged in a secure way before they can
communicate in a secure manner, i.e, establish a shared secret by exchanging information that
can be recognized by an eavesdropper but he has no information of the secret key. Diffie Hellman
(DH) [32] should be used for such an approach. The basic idea behind the DH-key-exchange is
that the exponentiation in a multiplicative cyclic group of p prime is a one-way function. Once
communication participants have successfully established a shared secret value this secret can
be used to build a secure channel. Here, several symmetric keys can be derived via a Key derive function (KDF) by the shared secret. This keys are further used to encrypt and authenticate
subsequent communication. The DH key exchange protocol consists of two phases. The DH
set-up and the DH key-exchange phase. In the setup phase chose a large prime p and an integer
α ∈ [2 , p − 2 ]. These two values must be published . They are also called domain parameters.
After the setup phase the DH key-exchange protocol starts. Figure 4.5 shows the Diffie-Hellman
key agreement protocol. Here, Alice chooses a random private key = a ∈ [2 , p − 2 ] and Bob
also b ∈ [2 , p − 2 ]. Each of the key is used to calculate the public key individually, i.e., Alice’s
public key is αa mod p and Bob’s is αb mod p . Now, the keys are ready to be exchanged.
With the public key both participants can calculate the session key KAB . As mentioned above this
session key must be used to create at least one symmetric key with a KDF. This keys is used
to encrypt and decrypt the messages. The Diffie-Hellman problem relies on the DLP (discrete
logarithm problem) [48], the CDH (computational diffie-hellman) problem [48], and the decisional
diffie-hellman problem [18].

Figure 4.5: DH key exchange/agreement protocol
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [44] transfigured the public-key cryptography and is based
on the generalized discrete logarithm problem. It is more efficient and thereby more powerful
compared to RSA and the classic Diffie-Hellman. Here, ECC needs for a dedicated security level
only a 256-bit key length. In relation the RSA key needs a length of 4096-bit for the same level of
security. ECC works on elliptic curves groups, i.e., a group of points with x ad y coordinates and
the typical form is y 2 = x 3 + ax + b . This form is known as the Weierstrass form [43].
Thus, ECC is applied for public-key cryptography it can be used to build a Diffie Hellman with
elliptic curve (ECDH). Figure 4.6 shows the ECDH key-exchange principle. Here, it starts like
the classic DH with a setup phase and afterwords the key-exchange protocol is triggered. In
the setup phase domain parameter must be defined. Here, choose a prime number p, a elliptic
curve E: y 2 ≡ x 3 + a ∗ x + b mod p , and a prime element α = (x α , y α ). The key exchange is
done the same way as in the classical DH exchange. Here, it is important that the curve shows a
certain order of secureness.
Hash functions play a crucial role in modern cryptography, especially in key derivation, password
storage, digital signature schemes, and Message Authentication Codes (MACs) [49, 55]. They
compute a message efficiently with an arbitrary length into fixed-length bit-string (hash-value) as
output. Here, to produce the fixed-length the inner part is a compression function and is known as
Merkle-Damgård construction [30] (except the SHA-3 [33]). Hash functions serve as a fingerprint
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Figure 4.6: Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) protocol
or checksum for the message M. Classic hash functions do not make use of a key. Here, the
secureness is composed by fulfill preimage resistance [62], second-preimage resistance [62], and
collision resistance [31, 62]. Hash functions usally are splitted into two types, namely dedicated
hash functions and block cipher-based hash functions. Here, dedicated are specifically designed
to construct hash functions, while block cipher-based uses block cipher to build a hash function,
e.g., AES. Figure shows the an example to introduce the hash functionality with SHA-256. Here,
each input is hashed to a fix-length bit string, i.e., 256 bits. There exists several standards for
hash functions like MD5 [60], SHA-1 [35], SHA-2 [34], and SHA-3 [33]. Nowadays, MD5 and
SHA-1 are indicated as broken.

Figure 4.7: sha256 input/output example
In classic public cryptography a man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack can happen [11]. Here, the
attacker intercepts the message from the sender and forges the message that the receiver still
assumes that he is communicating with the original sender, e.g., Alice sends a message with his
public-key and her ID to Bob, eve intercepts the message and replaces the public-key with hers
and the ID from Alice is untouched. This leads to the following assumption: public-key schemes
require an authenticated channel for the distribution of keys. Here, certificates are commonly
used [11, 55]. The main target of certificates is to bind the identity of a participant to their pubic
key which in turn requires that the receiver must have the correct verification key. This verification
key is the public key. Figure 4.8 shows the concept behind the signature. Here, black is the
classical public cryptographic key approach, red symbolizes the MITM attack, and green is the
key distribution signed. Usually, certificates not only include the ID and the public key of a user.
It is a more quite complex structure, e.g., version number, serial number, certificate algorithm,
issuer, period of validity, subject, subject’s public key, signature. The certificate that should be
used nowadays is the X.509.
The certificates have to be provided by a trusted third party called Certificated Authority (CA)
and the entire system that forms the CA together with all necessary support mechanism is called
Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI). A public-key infrastructure aims the authentication of users and
devices in the digital environment.
Digital signature is a mathematical scheme and important for public-key cryptography, especially with key establishment algorithms. Here, a public- and private-key pair are used. They
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Figure 4.8: Overview of the concept behind signatures in public cryptography
ensure the authenticity and integrity of a message. However, confidentiality is not a goal of
digital signatures. It is like a virtual unique fingerprint that belongs to a person or entity to
identify themselves and to protect information in the message. A digital signature includes
hash functions and the digital signature algorithm that is based on RSA, ECC (e.g., ECDSA,
EdDSA) or ElGamal signature scheme. Here, the private key is used to sign the digital signature of a message which was previously hashed by a hash function. The verifier take the
public key for verifying. Formally, it is a trible of probabilistic polynomial time (G,S,V). Here, G
stands for key-generator, S for signing and V verifying. So the correctness can be proved by
Probabilistic[V (k pub , M , S (k priv,h(M) ) = accepted )] = 1 ]. Figure 4.9 shows the concept of digital
signatures explained above. Here, Alice plays the signer and bob the verifier.

Figure 4.9: Principle of digital signatures with RSA as digital signature algorithm
Message Authentication Code (MAC) are symmetric key schemes and provides message integrity and message authentication. In relation to digital signatures MACs do not support mechanisms for non-reputation. Here, an authentication tag is attached to the message with the use
of a symmetric key. This key is applied to both generating and verifying the authentication tag.
MACs share some similarities to hash functions. It also support a compression, i.e., an arbitrary
length messages is a fixed-length authentication tag. Commonly, MACs are constructed in two
different ways, namely from block ciphers or hash functions [11, 49, 55].
Figure 4.10 shows the concept behind MACs. Here, Alice sends to Bob a message with a MAC.
Bob Computes with the received message his own MAC. If both MACs are equal then Bob can
assume that the message is well authenticated and integrity checked.
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Figure 4.10: MAC principle
As mentioned in Kerckhoffs’ principle [41, 42] the security is based on the secret keys KE and KD .
The algorithms that are used for encryption and decryption should be public. Nevertheless, the
system must be undecipherable, must not require secrecy and can be stolen by an adversary
without deduce the security. Furthermore, the system must provide effortless distribution of the
key without the aid of writing notes and it must be uncomplicated to change or modify the key at
the discretion of the participants.

4.4.2

Hardware Key Protection

Due to Kerckhoffs’ principle the key is the most important part in cryptography. The protection of
keys in hardware is a crucial mechanism to guarantee the maximal achievable level of security.
Here, the protection prevents to revoke information about the key, e.g., physical side-channel
attacks. Beside We are assuming that the implementation of the code in the platform is securely
implemented, i.e., no common vulnerabilities in software like buffer overflow [3], return oriented
programming, etc. can happen.
The TPM2.0 is able to generate and import externally generated keys. Here, it supports three
persistent and one volatile key hierarchy (see figure 4.11 - red cubes) that are controlled by different security roles (Note: TPM1.2 has only one hierarchy called Storage Root Key). Each of
the hierarchy can span trees of keys in a parent-child association. The persistent hierarchies are
split into platform, endorsement, and storage. Here, the platform hierarchy is under control of
the platform manufacturer. The storage hierarchy is maintained and used by the platform owner.
It is basically used for non-privacy-sensitive operations. At this hierarchy the owner has control
over the owner policy and authorization value. Both are persistent after a reboot. Furthermore,
this hierarchy can be disabled and does not affect the platform hierarchy. For privacy-sensitive
application the endorsement hierarchy is tailored for this. It is under control of a privacy administrators. Here, the platform vendor and the TPM certify the primary keys in this hierarchy and can
be disabled by the user without affecting the other hierarchies. This hierarchy is crucial for Direct
Anonymous Attestation and Control Flow Attestation [9].
The NULL hierarchy in relation differs in some configurations. First the creation and changes
of keys are not persistent and erased after a reboot. Furthermore, this hierarchy can not be
disabled. The authorization value has a zero-password length and the policy is set to empty.
Both can not be changed. Sessions, saved context objects, and sequence objects are stored in
the NULL hierarchy. Also keys with a pubic and private portion are initially loaded in the NULL
hierarchy, due the reason that they may not become a part of a persistent hierarchy [9].
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Figure 4.11: TPM key hierarchies

4.4.3

Key Management

Key management plays an important role in the cryptographic area. If this process is not sufficient designed or implemented the adequate security level can never be reached. Therefore,
all cryptographic development concepts shall involve key management planning and should be
considered at the beginning of an initial conceptual stage [14]. First of all we want to describe the
key establishment and the key-management functions. Here, key establishment is the process of
generating and sharing keys between at least two entities that are authorized to use them [12].
A single key shall only be used for one purpose (e.g., encryption, integrity, digital signatures, key
wrapping, or random bit generation). Here, this specific key should be authorized for use to a
given key lifetime also called cryptoperiod. Such a crytpoperiod limits the amount of information
protected by a given key, the amount of exposure (if compromised), the use of a particular algorithm, the time available for attempt to physical, procedural, and logical attacks, the period within
which information my be compromised, the time available for computationally intensive cryptanalytic attacks [13]. So, during the key establishment a length of a cryptoperiod must be defined.
Here, a key management functions is responsible to establish keys. According to [13] each key
management function needs to be subscribed by a cryptography key management policy, e.g.,
generation or acquisition of key information, secure distribution of private keys, secret keys and
associated metadata, establishment of key lifetimes, key and/or certificate inventory management, procedures for the emergency revocation of compromised keys and the establishment of
replacement keys and/or certificates, accounting for and the storage and recovery of the operational and backed-up copies of key information, storage and recovery of archived key information,
procedures for checking the integrity of stored key (before usage), and the destruction of private or
secret keys that are no longer required. This setup is done by a Cryptographic Key Management
System (CKMS). It is a framework that handles generation, establishment, control, accounting,
and destruction of cryptographic key as well as associated management information. A CMKS includes hardware-, software elements, and other equipment. ”Key management policies, practice
statements, and specification should identify common CKMS elements and suggest functions
of and relationships among the organizational elements responsible for the management and
use of cryptographic keys [12].” A CKMS consists of a Central Oversight Authority, at least one
key-processing facility (KPF) and client nodes. Optional it incorporate service agents and hardware tokens. Here, hardware tokens are used for authentication or initializing keys for an entity.
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The Key-processing facilities scope of duty is the generation and/or distribution of key information, where it is applicable a acquisition or generation of public-key certificate, backup, archiving,
and inventories of key information, maintenance of database that maps to a certificate or key
structure, generation of audit requests and the processing of audit responses. In context with
public-key cryptography the organization is responsible for the key-processing facilities. Here, the
KPF generally performs most PKI registration authority, repository, CA, and achieve functionality.
Client nodes are the bridge to devices, applications and processes to access key management
functions. Multiple KPF can be used in a hierarchy or mesh architecture and centralized or decentralized [12].

4.4.4

Advanced Key Management for RAINBOW

In RAINBOW to be able to support all mechanism we need a set of keys. Here, we are planning
to take some research if we can derive keys from each other to reduce the key-overhead. Table
4.10 defines the general rule of the key management. Here, no key should be used for more than
one purpose. Here, we are using following Descriptions:
D-1 EK K EK , as part of the TPM, is used to register device in RAINBOW service and is used
together with the AIK during the secure enrollment phase; The key-life depends on the lifetime of the hardware, or unless they key gets revoked. This can be a 2048-bit RSA type and
a SHA256 object storage with a specified AES CFB scheme with the specified AES keybit length (e.g., 128,192,or 256) [1] or a ECC type key and a SHA256 object storage with
a specified AES CFB symmetric algorithm. Here, the ECC details use a NIST P-256 (also
called Weierstrass EC). The key type depends on the certificate within the TPM. Additionally,
a specialized set of policy restriction can be attached to the Key
D-2 DAA Key K Q , Q which is used for enhanced privacy of the edge/fog nodes when communicating over CJDNS; The key-life time is created upon enrollment to the RAINBOW instance.
i.e., as long as the product is in use. In the TCG DAA 2.0 protocol, implemented according to [68], this is an ECC type key and a SHA256 object storage with a specified ECDAA
scheme. Here, the ECC algorithm uses a BN P256 (Barreto-Naehrig 256 bit) [15] Curve ID
and the symmetric algorithm is set to a NULL algorithm. Additionally, a specialized set of
policy restriction can be attached to the Key.
D-3 AIK K AIK , for RAINBOW secure enrollment and the execution of the Zero Touch Verification
protocol; The key-life time is arbitrary, at most the DAA key is used. AIK shall be loaded into
the TPM and is related to a specific policy. Its public part can be used by other nodes to
ensure adherence to the policy. In the RAINBOW framework, we will generate AIKs as an
ECC type key and a SHA256 object storage with a specified ECDSA scheme. It uses the
same curve ID (BN P256) as the DAA key.Additionally, a specialized set of policy restriction
can be attached to the Key.
CJDN S
D-4 CJDNS Kpub
Public Key, each peer generates one public key and uses it in order to
generate its IPv6 address. This achieved by getting the first 16 bytes of the SHA-512 of the
SHA-512 of the public key. In case that the address is not starting with 0xFC, the public key
regenerated by brute force until the address is valid. Here, the key-life time is application
dependent.

D-5 RAINBOW Orchestration Key K F ogN ode A asymmetric key pair on each node to protect
communications with the orchestrator.
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Table 4.10: Axioms for key management
Axioms
Ax41

wellT ypedKey (k) ⇔ @k : ik (k)∧sk (k)∨ik (k)∧ak (k)∨sk (k)∧ak (k)∨ik (k)∧sk (k)∧ak (k) ⇔
!

!

!

!

ik (k) ∩ sk (k) = ∅ ∧ ik (k) ∩ ak (k) = ∅ ∧ sk (k) ∩ ak (k) = ∅ ∧ ik (k) ∩ ak (k) ∩ sk (k) = ∅
A Key k is unique if and only if the key is used for one purpose.
Ax42

(T ypeRSA ∨ T ypeECC ) ∧ P hySecure ∧ T P MLocal/HW ∧ T P Mstorage ⇒ SecuredKey (K)

An Key can be either a RSA key or an ECC key type and is secured if and only if the key is stored within a physical
secured hardware TPM that is tamper resistant
Ax43

T rustedT P M (T ) ∧ ¬RevokedEK−Certif icate ⇒ T rustedEK

An Endorsement Key can be trusted if and only if the TPM is trusted and the EK-Certificate is not revoked
Ax44

T rustedKey (EK) ∧ SecuredKey (DAAKey ) ∧ SecuredKey (AIKKey ) ∧ Successf ulDAA Join ∧

SecuredEnrolled ⇒ T rustedAIK
An Attestation Identity Key (AIK) can be trusted if and only if the Endorsement Key is trusted, the DAA key is securely
generated after a successful join phase, the AIK key is securely created and a secure enrollment was accomplished

4.5

CJDNS Mesh Networking Requirements

The deployment of wireless fog nodes in an uncontrolled manner (without supervision entities)
raises many functional requirements as far as connectivity is concerned. On the one hand, wireless nodes formulate temporal connections with its adjacents. In addition, nodes must route
packets to each other without relying on static routing tables and fixed network subnets. In
other words, the networking environment per se is dynamic and uncontrolled. Each node that
enters a wireless fog network must be addressable. It goes without saying that in fixed networks
the addressing-problem is solved either with static configuration or through auto-configuration
that is mandated by a DHCP server.
CJDNS [2] implements an encrypted IPv6 peer-to-peer network using public-key cryptography for
address allocation and a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) for high level routing and dynamic load
balancing2 . A Node’s address is cryptographically generated based on collision resistant IPv6
addresses that are generated based on hashing techniques. From the service point of view this
network fabric is transparent. A CJDNS protocol that is running on one node interacts with other
nodes through a TUN interface which the node sees as a regular network interface that accepts
IP datagrams. Any layer-7 program that uses IPv6 can communicate in a CJDNS-based network
without any modification. This provides near-zero-configuration networking and prevents many of
the security and scalability issues that plague existing networks.
As far as trust assurance is concerned, while CJDNS is excellent for interconnecting nodes (wireless or/and fixed) in a peer-to-peer fashion it suffers from the administrative overhead of mutual
trust establishment. Trust is achieved either through an explicit declaration of some trusted nodes,
2

https://github.com/cjdelisle/cjdns
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which implies that an “offline” exchange containing a public-key and a peer password must be
performed or through the activation of a “blind acceptance” mode according to which all traffic issued by an adjacent peer is to be trusted. Furthermore, it cannot support the dynamic update of
the network configuration by seamlessly adding/removing fog/edge nodes due to the lack of advanced key management mechanisms. The second, is unacceptable from a security and privacy
point of view since it only takes into consideration the trust declarations that are provided during
the initial IoT deployment. However, it does not capture complex attack vectors that may include
the remote- or physical-compromise of nodes during run-time after the system deployment.
For the secure onboarding of new peers on the CJDNS network, each new peer must include
some keys in its configurations that has previously provided with a secure way. Those keys are
generated and provided from the peer that want to connect and are used to certify the new peer
can be onboarded on the network. The required keys are the following:
• A public key. Each peer generates one public key and uses it in order to generate its IPv6
address. This achieved by getting the first 16 bytes of the SHA-512 of the SHA-512 of the
public key. In case that the address is not starting with 0xFC, the public key regenarated by
brute force until the address is valid.
• A password which is preferable to be unique for each new peer that wants to connect to the
network.
The CJDNS package implements a global IPv6 mesh by connecting to several peers instead of
a centralized server. Each node has a public/private key pair. The IPv6 is the truncated SHA512
hash of the public key, preventing spoofing.
• Packets are end to end encrypted — relays can be untrusted.
• The data for routing comes from a Distributed Hash Table listing the peers of each node.
• Peers can be explicitly configured as UDP tunnels, or auto-configured on ethernet via layer
2 protocol 0xfc00.
So, in case new peers want to onboard on the CJDNS network in a secure manner, a public-key
and password exchange must be done between the peers before the onboarding on the network.
This can be achieved either by just exchanging the keys during the installation of the CJDNS or
more preferably through a secure automated mechanism that will allow the dynamic exchanges
of such keys and passwords even while the peers are onboarded, and the passwords needs to
be refreshed. From the application perspective, the application needs to be able to utilize and
use IPv6 addresses. The latter in the most modern programs and communication protocols is
inherent and just a minor code change may be needed in order to be able to identify when a IPv6
address is used.
Beyond the problem of addressing, the problem of routing is even more intense. More specifically, the global internet expansion relies on well established protocols (e.g. BGP) that can
route a packet from one node to another using hierarchical routing schemes that logically interconnect various Autonomous Systems (ASs). Hence, the “primitive” functions of routing such
as path establishment, acknowledge of delivery etc. are considered granted. However, in mesh
networks, paths cannot be statically computed and stored beforehand due to the dynamicity of
the environment.
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Finally, the problem of trustworthiness of a node that joins a mesh environment is prominent. A
node that joins an “overlay” may act as a curious interceptor of packets that are routed through
this node. Hence, it goes without saying that all aspects of a node (i.e. running applications,
operating system, firmware) should provide integrity evidence in order to be immune on several
cyber attacks. In non-fog deployment, several of the attack vectors that we want to eliminate do
exist, however someone could claim that a node is joining a network in a supervised manner and
as such several pre deployment integrity checks can be performed (although, theoretically, these
checks do not provide strong runtime integrity guarantees).
In the frame of RAINBOW, unambiguous addressing, reachability and trust are in the epicenter of the zero-touch-configuration requirements. In other words, the framework should provide guarantees that a node will be able to automatically participate in a dynamic routing scheme
in order to expose/advertise its computational resources and participate in analytics processes.
The RAINBOW centralized controller should be able to “pull” instrumentation-measurements and
as such the connectivity of the controllers with the nodes should be considered granted. To do
so, a forked version of an existing mesh-routing stack will be delivered. The stack that will be
extended is CJDNS which will be analyzed further in D2.2 [28].

4.6

Operational Correctness

Operational correctness refers to the state of the system under the assumption that the underlying kernel is in a trusted state, aiming at providing guarantees on the operational trust state
of the system. More precisely, operational correctness refers to the correct execution of specific
functions inside a device, e.g., when one process or one workload in an edge device is being
executed. Since the Control Flow Graph (CFG) is the sequence of control states through which
a function execution progresses, the idea is to be able to actually attest that this execution does
not deviate from what is expected to be the correct flow, according to the CFG. This is similar to
integrity verification but instead of attesting the configuration, the run-time execution is now being
attested. The focus is on enabling the integration of the tracing and monitoring mechanisms managed by the Orchestrator, and on using them to get specific execution properties that we want to
attest. For example, once we are sending a new service from the Orchestrator, we know how the
service is supposed to behave. Any deviation from this behavior constitutes a wrong state.
The Operational Correctness as a property refers to a single device (or actually a container
inside a device), then it can be generalized to a service graph.
Taking a practical approach, let us consider the RAINBOW architecture where you have edge
devices and fog nodes. In RAINBOW, agents will be running in the edge and fog nodes. Agents
interact through message exchanges between edge devices and fog nodes and we wish to guarantee the correctness of the data exchanged. Specifically, we want to make sure that the function
that creates data to be transmitted is executed correctly and has not been tampered with, or
manipulated, so that the data will not be trustworthy. Of course, we are not interested in the
decision-making process of such functions, which we assume to be correct. Rather, we want to
ensure that the running of these functions is correct and is not the result of an attack.
The Properties that must be achieved are:
P-1 VF Configuration Correctness. Both load-time and run-time configurations of a device
must adhere to the attestation policies issued by Orc (thus, ensuring load-time and run-time
system integrity).
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Table 4.11: Formalized enablers (axioms) to achieve the Operational Correctness properties.


n

 h
i
[
∀vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j  ∃! vtpm : T rustedV T P M (vtpm) ∧ Bound(vtpm, vf )∧



Ax1

j=1

HasInv(vtpm, vf.EKpub ) ∧ Signed(vtpm.pcr[idx], vtpm.EKpriv ) ∧ Equals(vtpm.pcr[idx],
vf.vpcr[idx]) ≡ Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr), ∀ idx ∈ indices(vf.vpcr)

(Ax1 for P-1): Any VF, with a unique and proper vTPM, has conformant configurations iff
it proves through signing its PCRs with EKpriv that its PCRs are conformant to the policy
(vPCR) issued by Orc, where EKpriv = VF.EK−1
pub and EKpub is trusted by Orc.

Ax2

@vf ∈



n


[
σ|σ ∈
SG j  : ¬Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr) ≡ T rustedSGC (SG)


j=1

(Ax2 for P-2): The entire SGC (SG ) is considered trusted iff all of its VFs are attested correctly, such that all configurations are conformant to their respective attestation policies.


n


[
∀vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j  : Conf ormantCF G (vf.vpcr, CFGsVF ) ≡ ControlF lowSaf ty(vf.vpcr, CFGsVF )



Ax3

j=1

∀ idx ∈ indices(vf.vpcr)

(Ax3 for P-3): Any VF, has control flow safety iff the VF functionality and execution tasks
respect the allowed control-flow graphs CFGsVF issued by Orc


n


[
@vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j  : ¬ControlF lowSaf ty(vf.vpcr, CFGsVF,SG )



Ax4

j=1

(Ax4 for P-4): The entire SGC (SG ) has workflow safety propriety iff all of its VFs has Control flow safety respect the flow CFGsVF,SG defined by the Orc for the SGC.


n


[
∀vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j 



Ax5

Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr) ∧ ControlF lowSaf ty(vf.vpcr, CFGsVF )

j=1

≡ OperationalCorrectnessvf (vf.vpcr), ∀ idx ∈ indices(vf.vpcr)

(Ax5 for P-5): Any VF, has operational correctness propriety iff it is considered trusted and
has control flow safety.


n


[
@vf ∈ σ|σ ∈
SG j  : ¬Conf ormantconf ig (vf.vpcr) ∧ ControlF lowSaf ty(vf.vpcr, CFGsVF,SG )



Ax6

j=1

≡ OperationalCorrectnessSGC (SG)

(Ax6 for P-6): The entire SGC (SG ) has operational correctness propriety iff it is considered
trusted and has workflow safety.
P-2 SGC Trustworthiness. It must, at all times, be possible for the Orc to determine the trustworthiness of the entire SGC. An SGC is trusted if all nodes are attested correctly and
have shown verifiable evidence that their configurations comply with the enforced attestation policies. This transfers and extends the sound statements on the configuration security
properties of single devices (by P-1) to statements on the security properties of hierarchical
compositions of devices and SGCs.
P-3 VF Control flow safety. The executable binaries of a device are dynamically checked during
run-time if their functionality and execution respect the allowed control-flow graphs CFGsVF
issued by Orc.
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P-4 SGC workflow safety. It must, at all times, be possible for the Orc to determine the control
flow safety of the entire SGC. An SGC has the workflow safety if the control flow safety of all
nodes are attested correctly and have shown verifiable evidence that their executable binaries comply with the specific control-flow graphs CFGsVF,SGC defined by Orc for this SGC.
This transfers and extends the sound statements on the control flow properties of single devices (by P-3) to statements on the security flow properties of hierarchical compositions of
devices and SGCs.
CFGsVF,SGC ⊆ CFGsVF
P-5 VF Operational Correctness. It must, at all times, be possible for the Orc to determine the
Configuration correctness and control flow safety of the device VF .
P-6 SGC Operational Correctness. It must, at all times, be possible for the Orc to determine
the trustworthiness and the workflow safety of the entire SGC.
Addressing all the aforementioned challenges, and achieving the required security properties, lies
in the heart of RAINBOW towards the provision of a secure overlay mesh network for delivering the high-level functionalities related to secure (edge and mesh) device identification
and integrity, data integrity and confidentiality, anonymity and resource integrity as described in the overall framework reference architecture (see Deliverable D1.2 [26]). In D2.2 [28],
we provide an overview of the conceptual architecture and workflow of actions - of the entire
RAINBOW trust overlay mesh network - that will merge all the previously described trust extensions, in an enhanced CJDNS networking stack, and that will be able to achieve all the here
modeled security properties and axioms.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
The need to have clear, straightforward trust models that can be directly mapped to the requirements and assumptions at the foundation of RAINBOW is an essential stepping stone in
a distributed architecture with decentralized elements, such as the one under development in the
project. As was explained in Deliverable D1.1 [27], RAINBOW aims at the provision of secure,
robust, and efficient run-time behavioural attestation and verification methods, to verify the
internal state of untrusted fog devices and establish their trustworthiness and privacy, in what was
aptly termed a “fog/edge node communities of trust”.
This Deliverable has provided a number of crypto-primitives that aim at implementing overlay
mesh network functionalities, through the authentication of edge and fog devices and the provision of trustworthy services enhanced by Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) principles. The
identification of the Security and Privacy requirements as a first step toward the definition of
trust models allows the consolidation of a secure methodology that is crucial for the rest
of the project and that will be leveraged by all other Work Packages. Additionally, it will provide
the building blocks for the construction of the fog- and edge-based secure mesh network through
enhanced security and privacy fog enablers, that will constitute the body of work on which WP2
will focus from now on.
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